BY Virat Nehru
The growing momentum for 15 minutes free parking
in select Sydney main streets is now supported by Lord
Mayor Clover Moore.
The trial is expected to be rolled out on a trial period
of one-year and will cover nine of Sydney’s main streets.
Parking metres are to be marked by signage, indicating
the free 15 minutes option.
Liberal Councillor Christine Forster claims the idea
isn’t new and said she originally proposed the idea late
last year.
“It came about during the election campaign,” she said.
“The Liberal team [Ms Forster and Edward Mandla]
campaigned very hard on the idea that there should be
15 minutes free parking on local shopping strips.”
A spokesperson for Ms Forster said she had brought
the idea to the attention of Ms Moore.
“Originally back in 2012, Christine moved a notice of
motion, calling for the Council to introduce a six-month
trial for 15 minutes free parking,” the spokesperson said.
“The Lord Mayor responded with a general Lord
Mayoral minute reviewing the city’s parking policy as
a whole. The recommendation in that Lord Mayorial
minute in the October meeting didn’t mention
specifically 15 minutes free parking.

“Christine then moved an amendment to that Lord
Mayoral minute, which mentioned 15 minutes free
parking specifically.”
That amendment lost seven votes to three, with Ms
Forster, Mr Mandla and Angela Vithoulkas the only
three councillors to vote in favour of the amendment.
The spokesperson for Ms Forster said a similar
amendment was then foreshadowed, with slightly
different phrasing, but its intent essentially the same.
“John Mant, one of the [Lord Mayor] Clover Moore’s
independents, moved pretty much the same amendment,
but with slightly different wording, which mentioned 15
minutes free parking so that they could claim it as their
amendment essentially,” the spokesperson said.
Ms Forster attempted amendment stated: “Instruct
staff to specifically study the feasibility of a permanent
scheme under which 15 minutes free parking would be
available on all meters within the local government area.”
Mr Mant’s similar version stated: “Instruct staff
specifically to study feasibility of a scheme under which
15 minutes free parking could be available within the
local government area.”
Ms Vithoulkas, a staunch supporter of urban small
business, said the move will assist turnover.
“15 minutes free parking is a good start for the high
streets and it supports small businesses that are
really struggling,” she said. “It will encourage a
faster turnaround of parking places.
“Parking reform is very important, in
particular for the residents. An immediate audit
of underutilised areas that can be reclaimed and
allocated as resident parking spaces should be
done and a freeze on further loss of parking for
residents needs to be effected immediately.
“Hundreds of spaces have been lost in recent
times and the people of Sydney are suffering.”
Ms Moore was contacted for comment but
did not respond before press time.
The trial of 15 minutes free parking will
be deliberated at the November 18 Council
meeting.

BY Paul Gregoire
Community groups and residents in Glebe
are voicing discontent over a proposal to
build a major supermarket in the planned
Harold Park parklands, where Mirvac is
proposing to build the new supermarket in
the old tramshed building.
Committee member of FLAG Harold
Park, Andrew Rolfe, said that building a
supermarket in parkland was unsuitable and
would cause dangerous traffic conditions.
“It’s a pretty unusual scenario where the
City of Sydney is designing a park but they’re
also going to possibly approve a supermarket
which will be within the tramsheds,” Mr Rolfe
said.
“The main thing is that people driving into
the supermarket are going to drive through
parkland. With pedestrians and cyclists in the
parkland … it’s just a safety conflict.”
The Harold Park apartments under
construction are expected to bring 2,500 new
residents into the area.
Mr Rolfe said the roads could be pushed
to breaking point with traffic from the
supermarket coupled with that of the new
residents.
“The community is already concerned
about traffic and how 2,500 residents will
impact the Crescent, which is the main road,”
he said. “To attract new traffic into the area
for shopping could be a nightmare.”
The original plans for the tramsheds
included a small supermarket to service new
residents.
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BY Marcus Braid
Shortly after the NSW Government released
its Green Paper in July 2012, Corinne Fisher
attended a presentation on the proposal to
overhaul the state’s planning laws.
And she was shocked.
“The thing that really got me very agitated
was the question of fairness,” she says.
“I saw the proposals in the Green Paper
as fundamentally unfair. I was worried about
environmental protection because my profession
was in the environmental field.”
Having worked early in her career as a flora
and fauna consultant and as President of the
Lane Cove Conservation and Bushland Society,
Corinne was well-placed to judge.
“I came home and I couldn’t sleep and the
next morning I emailed people in the bushland
society, and I said ‘we have to do something
about this’,” Ms Fisher says.
“On August 26, 2012 we had a meeting,
with about 30 groups represented, and at that
meeting we decided to form a campaign called
the Better Planning Network.”
The meeting laid the groundwork for a
movement that has become a thorn in the side
of the State Government and a developmentdriven planning department.
“We formed a leadership group for which
people self-nominated and one of the first things
we did was draft a two-page platform, which is
on our website.
“We used this platform to contact community
groups across the state which we felt might have
similar concerns. Very rapidly the number of
groups affiliated with us grew to a stage where
we now have over 430 groups.”
Ms Fisher is convener of the Better Planning
Network and is concerned that the proposed
overhaul of NSW planning laws marks a shift
away from consideration of ecological integrity.
The proposed Planning Bill 2013 vastly

diminshes community engagement at the latter
stage of the planning process.
“In their definition, the State Government
has purposefully excluded principles such as
the ‘precautionary principle’, the ‘polluter pays’
principle and the conservation of ecological
integrity, which are part of the current definition
which was used in over 60 NSW statutes for
ecologically sustainable development,” Ms
Fisher says.
The ramifications of the bill are huge for
inner Sydney. The decrepit state of urban
affordable housing is already a topic of
controversy, and the Planning Bill 2013 does
not identify any affordable housing targets or
value capture mechanisms.
“The bill actually delivers a worse deal than
what we already have,” Corinne says. “When
the government is doing regional plans and
sub-regional plans as part of strategic planning
under the new bill, those plans are not required
to identify any affordable housing targets.
“Under the current legislation, if a developer
gets his land rezoned, they get windfall profit.
That’s how developers make their money. They
buy land under medium-density and they get it
rezoned to high-density.
“Under the current bill, there are provisions
to allow for some contributions from the
developer towards affordable housing, as
a result of the [developer’s] windfall profit.
These are value capture mechanisms and the
provisions have been removed under the new
bill.”
The persistent lobbying of Ms Fisher and the
Better Planning Network – comprising countless
planning forums, consistent community
engagement and detailed submissions to state
politicians – has come to a head this week in the
Upper House.
The Senate will review the Planning Bill

Mr Rolfe said the new supermarket was
larger than needed for the future residents
and would draw shoppers from other areas.
“The supermarket that they’re planning is
a lot bigger than the small supermarket,” he
said. “It’s 80 metres long by 35 metres wide,
so it sounds like a major supermarket to me.
Lesley Lynch from The Glebe Society said
the long opening hours proposed for the
supermarket could affect the amenity of the
area.
“The proposed operating hours for the
supermarket – 6am until midnight - are
excessive and unnecessary for profitable
operation,” she said. “It should close at 9pm.”
Ms Lynch raised concerns over the impact
that the supermarket would have on the
major shopping streets in the area, Glebe
Point Rd and Booth St in Annandale.
“It is not credible that this intensity of
supermarket/retail activity will not have
adverse effects on the neighbouring
Annandale and Glebe business strips,” she
said.
A City of Sydney spokesperson said
that Council could not comment on the DA
proposal as it was under assessment.
“This development application is under
assessment by City staff, who will take into
account all submissions,” the City of Sydney
spokesperson said.
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Moore changes tune on parking Harold Park
supermarket
unwelcome

The Harold Park Tramsheds

2013 after it passed through the Lower House
last month. The Liberal Party needs four more
Senate votes to pass the bill into legislation, but
it is currently opposed by the Labor, the Greens,
and the Shooters and Fishers Party.
“The Shooters and Fishers have two MLCs
and the Christian Democrats have two as well,”
Ms Fisher says.
“The State Government needs both of them
to obtain a majority. As far as we know and as
far as their public statements are concerned,
the Shooters and Fishers have said they are
opposing the bill.”
The 41-year-old mother of two is pleased
the work of the Better Planning Network has
resulted in Upper House scrutiny.
“The campaign has been successful in raising
community awareness and political awareness
of the reforms and that is very gratifying,” Ms
Fisher says. “We’re very proud to see the Upper
House closely scrutinising the bill.
“That is a very positive development for our
democracy and the future of this state. The
Planning Bill 2013 is the most important piece
of legislation that will go through parliament
while the O’Farrell Government is in power.”

Corinne Fisher
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Ellis reveals Cross’ brutal honesty Hicks ramps up bid to clear name
BY Joshua Tassell
The changing face of Kings Cross will be on show
next week with a new Rennie Ellis exhibition at the
State Library of New South Wales.
A renowned photographer for over three decades,
Mr Ellis’ photographs of Kings Cross in 1970-71
exposed the gritty underbelly of the Cross through a
series of touching monochrome prints.
Fresh off the heels of a new posthumously
published book by Mr Ellis, his ability to capture the
hedonistic nature of Kings Cross life is still celebrated
years after his death in 2003.
“It’s fair to say that Rennie always wanted to be in
the action and he was never one of these disinterested
observers, he always wanted to be part of it – the
scene or whatever it might have been,” said the State
Library’s Curator of Photographs, Alan Davies.
“The good thing about him was he didn’t have
any qualms about going up and taking pictures

A Rennie Ellis photo on exhibition at the State Library
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and chatting his way out of problems – he wasn’t a
photographer with a telephoto lens from afar. He had
that personality that enabled him to get very [natural]
images.”
Against the backdrop of Kieran Loveridge’s
sentencing relating to the death of teenager Thomas
Kelly in Kings Cross last year, the exhibition is a
poignant juxtaposition to today’s Cross. The State
Library’s description of the exhibition harks back to a
complex history.
“Servicemen from Vietnam were enjoying R&R
breaks, immigrants opened new coffee shops and
restaurants on a daily basis, and young people
from the suburbs mingled with drug addicts and
prostitutes,” Mr Davies said.
“That period in Sydney in the early ‘70s when the
R&R was going on, the American servicemen were
here it was all bright lights and at the same time fairly
gritty underbelly stuff – I think that was a magnet to
someone like Rennie.
“It’s an era that’s gone, the R&R sort of madness
with lots of American servicemen with a lot of money
and lots of people willing to take it off them is gone,
but at the same time, you look at the images and see
that grittiness that Rennie showed, it’s still there – you
can go down the Cross and see some pretty grim
areas.”
While the Vietnam War is long gone and clubs
dominate the Cross, Mr Ellis’ photography maintains
the brutal honesty about the Cross’ sordid history
with drugs and sex.
It is a place where the main characters are those
internalised from Underbelly, yet it is also a place
with subtle a cultural history - the idiosyncrasies of
which shine through in Mr Ellis’ work.
As debate rages over the regulation of Kings Cross
nightlife and the social ramifications of alcohol abuse,
Mr Ellis’ photographs provide an alternative glimpse
into the Cross’ history.
The exhibition runs from November 16 until
February of next year.

by Joshua Tassell
The former Guantanamo Bay inmate looked
healthy yet exhausted as lawyer Stephen Kenny
announced they have filed documents in the US
Court of Military Commission Review.
If successful, it will see David Hicks’ conviction
for ‘providing material support for terrorism’
quashed.
In a room adorned by photographs of human
rights warriors Mahatma Gandhi and Martin
Luther King Jr, Mr Hicks announced the official
commencement of his legal bid to have his name
cleared.
“Today is just the first step in a long process
to correct the wrongs committed against me,”
Mr Hicks told the press at the Centre for Peace
and Conflict Studies at Sydney University last
Thursday.
“This is important for myself, my family, and all
those who have supported me over the years.”
Mr Hicks’ legal team will argue that his charge
did not exist at the time of his capture in 2001.
The Hamdam II decision handed down in the US
last year held that the Military Commissions Act
2006 - the legislation that created the offence could not retroactively punish crimes.
Mr Kenny stated: “It is clear in the US as it is
in this country that you cannot plead guilty to a
crime that does not exist.”
The second grounds of appeal is a
contestation that Mr Hicks’ plea was entered
under conditions of severe duress.
“During the time he was incarcerated he
was beaten, sexually assaulted, injected
with unknown substances, subject to sleep
deprivation and endless periods of solitary
confinement,” argued Mr Kenny. “There is no
doubt that his treatment constituted torture.
“Because of his treatment, his lack of options,
and the lack of support, David’s plea was

David Hicks

involuntary, and as such must be set aside.”
Mr Hicks and his legal team have been
working for over a year on this appeal, a process
that began before the Hamdan II decision was
handed down.
“I expect to wait at least a year for a decision
… I have faith in the US civilian courts,” said Mr
Hicks. Mr Kenny echoed the sentiment more
confidently, telling the press gallery that Mr
Hicks’ ordeal was the result of a “fiction”.
One potential roadblock is Mr Hicks’ right
to appeal, supposedly rescinded under his
plea bargain. Mr Kenny argued the waiver is
inherently flawed by being improperly served
after the conviction, and invalidated by the nonexistence of the crime.
Nevertheless, any quashing of Mr Hicks’
conviction would still see detractors question
his presence in a combat zone. He admitted
to “receiving military training” and attested
that most of his story really lay in Kashmir, the
territory disputed by India and Pakistan.
When questioned about what it would mean
to achieve justice, Mr Hicks responded “that this
won’t happen again.”
“I am looking forward to putting Guantanamo
behind me,” said Mr Hicks. “This formal
acknowledgement of the illegality of the military
commission’s system is the final step in this
process.”

Urban
residents to
crow over
rail corridor
BY Virat Nehru
Community action group
REDWatch is urging the residents of
inner city suburbs to engage with the
State Government about its plans to
revitalise the Central to Eveleigh rail
corridor.
Geoffrey Turnbull, the
spokesperson for REDWatch,
said community engagement with
government initiatives such as
the Central to Eveleigh project is
necessary if residents can have a say
in shaping their own community for
the future.
“At the present moment, we have
the Department of Planning and
Infrastructure wanting to have a
conversation with the community
about the nature of this community –
where do you want this community to
be in 20 or 30 years,” he said. “That’s
the challenge at the present moment
and it’s a long-term one.
“The community should be

The Central to Eveleigh rail corridor
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engaging with the [Central to
Eveleigh] project – what sort of things
do we as a community want to see
happen and how it fits with what is
currently there.”
Brad Hazzard, the NSW Minister
for Planning and Infrastructure, also
outlined that the Central to Eveleigh
project was one “for the long-term, not
short-term.”
Mr Hazzard called upon the private
sector to lead the urban transition.
“What is needed are visionaries
in the private sector who can make
urban renewal happen,” he said.
However, REDWatch member
David James claimed that a onedimensional approach to continuously
enlarge the CBD is flawed.
“The concept of Central to Eveleigh
is flawed because it’s based on the
wrong premise,” he said.
“Why do we want it to grow
anyway? Having all these radical
routes only increases congestion.”
Mr James urged the government
to look at alternative ways of dealing
with growing cities by looking at other
high-density areas around the world
for inspiration.
“I was very impressed when I
visited Tokyo a few months ago,” he
said.
“It’s a city of about 13 million
people and it doesn’t have one main
central CBD like we’ve got here. It’s
got a series of smaller CBDs, about
Chatswood/Parramatta size plonked
around, but they are all linked
together by multiple tube lines. For a
city of that size, it works remarkably
efficiently.”

New Indigenous
artwork for Hyde Park
BY marcus braid
An Aboriginal artist whose
family has over 80 years of
combined military service will
create a public artwork for Hyde
Park to honour the sacrifices and
bravery of Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander service men and
women.
Tony Albert’s sculpture work
will feature four seven-metre
tall, oversized bullets among
three large-scale fallen shells to
represent the diggers who lost
their lives.
Lord Mayor Clover Moore
said the City of Sydneycommissioned artwork will be
installed in Hyde Park South
by Anzac Day 2015, to mark
the centenary of Australia’s
involvement in World War I.
“Tony has created a powerful
and emotionally-moving work
that stems from his family’s
military experiences and
represents the many stories of
our brave Aboriginal and Torres
Strait Islander service men and
women abroad and at home,”
she said.
Mr Albert said the artwork
was composed of four standing
bullets to represent those who
survived and three fallen shells
in remembrance of those who
made the ultimate sacrifice.
“I feel that the most powerful
artworks relating to war are

those that use bold and evocative
images to stir strong emotions in
visitors,” Mr Albert said.
“In a similar vein, I feel that
the scale of the bullets, at 100
times their original size, also
lends the power of abstraction to
this artwork.
“I have chosen the very
confronting image of the bullet
as it is a universal signifier for
conflict, and I have chosen to
arrange the bullets with some
standing and some fallen over, to
tell a story.”
Mr Albert’s grandfather
Eddie served in the Australian
Army during World War II.
Eddie and six soldiers escaped
from a prisoner of war camp in
Germany, only to be caught by
Italian soldiers who lined them
up side-by-side to be executed.
Three men were shot before
the Italian soldiers realised their
mistake – the men were POWs
and should have been returned
to Germany.
General Peter Cosgrove
AC MC (Rtd) and Chair of
the NSW Centenary of Anzac
Advisory Council said he was
deeply moved by Tony’s story.
“The memorial will recognise
the service of Aboriginal and
Torres Strait Islander people who
participated in the Great War but
also their families who supported
those who returned,” he said.

news in brief
Barangaroo casino
receives green light
A casino is set to operate at
Barangaroo after the State
Government announced
an agreement with James
Packer’s Crown Resorts
for VIP-only gambling at its
proposed $1.3 billion hotel
complex. The casino is
scheduled to open November
2019. Premier Barry O’Farrell
announced cabinet had
struck an agreement with
Crown on Monday night and
said legislation for a second
Sydney casino licence would
be introduced to parliament
this week. Crown has been
working to comply with a
series of conditions required
by the State Government
and the Opposition to win
approval for its proposed
$1.5 billion development at
Barangaroo.

Glebe Street Fair on
Sunday
An estimated retail turnover
of nearly $1.75 million is
expected to be earned across
local businesses and visiting
stall holders on a single day of
trading during the Glebe Street
Fair on Sunday. “Beyond the
30th anniversary celebration of
the event this year, the turnover
expectation really cements the
importance of street festivals
and fairs,” Event Director for
the Glebe Street Fair, Roselle
Gowan said. “The rediscovery
of a suburban high street by

consumers during these events
translates into further spending
throughout the year, and adds
to the popularity and nature
of village shopping and local
economies.” More than 100 fulltimebusinessesareexpectedto
line Glebe Point Rd, combined
with more than 250 handpicked stall vendors.The Glebe
Street Fair will have with all-day
entertainment across three
open-air stages.

Thomlinson
commemorates
Rememberance Day
Damien Thomlinson, an
Afghanistan War veteran and
eastern suburbs resident,
attended Waverley Council’s
Remembrance Day ceremony
on Monday. Inspired by
the military history of his
grandfather, Thomlinson
joined the Australian Defence
Force and at the age of 24
became a Commando. This
elite group is tasked with the
most physically demanding,
mentally challenging and
dangerous roles in the armed
forces, often behind enemy
lines. Thomlinson’s triumph
against adversity and his
positive attitude have seen
him become an inspiration
to many. His next chapter
continues to be written as
an aspiring Paralympian.
Thomlinson’s autobiography,
Without Warning,
can be purchased at
www.damienthomlinson.com

New funding plans for tackling asbestos
BY Daniel Paperny
Waverley Councillor Miriam Guttman-Jones has
called for a review of Waverley’s asbestos policy amid
increasing fears over the health hazards posed by
asbestos in building materials.
In June this year, asbestos removal trucks were
found parked outside Bondi Public School, raising
concerns over the school community’s exposure to
the dangerous fibres.
Ms Guttman-Jones, who served for 22 years
as Director of Nursing at the Eastern Suburbs
Endoscopy Clinic in Bondi Junction, said asbestos
can pose serious health risks in the long-term such as
mesothelioma and lung cancer.
“Mesothelioma has touched me personally,” she
said. “I had my cousin’s husband, Morris Grinszpan,
die three years ago from the disease.
“His loss is palpable ... [and] the possibility of
getting mesothelioma, it’s not just about the person,
it’s the families who are left to deal with the grief.”
Council launched its asbestos policy in July,
setting out guidelines for Council’s role in managing
asbestos, together with the development application
process for buildings containing the hazardous fibres.
The Waverley Asbestos Policy, in accordance

Asbestos can cause lung cancer and mesothelioma
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with State Government legislation, stipulates the
measurement of 10 square metres as the minimum
asbestos area for Council policy to apply.
But Ms Guttman-Jones said the policy should
address the safe handling of asbestos by reducing
the 10-square metre minimum requirement and
ensuring any handling of asbestos was performed by
professional licensed operators.
“I have real issues with the 10 square metres,”
she said. “We don’t know just how much [damage]
asbestos can cause. All we do know is that once it gets
into your system, it can lie dormant for many years.”
Councillor Dominic Wy Kanak echoed the
sentiments, arguing Council should increase licence
checks on hired professionals and clamp down on
regulatory breaches.
“The present State Government legislation
hampers what some councils wish to do to provide
better maximised standard protection for our
community,” he said.
Waverley Mayor Sally Betts said asbestos is
estimated to be found in one in three Australian
homes.
“We have many beautiful older homes in
Waverley and as part of Asbestos Awareness Month
[in November], we are asking everyone to just be
aware of how to identify and safely dispose of unsafe
asbestos,” Ms Betts said.
“What we need to do is make sure that everyone
who is going to renovate is aware of the guidelines.
We do not want anyone to be harmed by asbestos.”
Last Thursday, the State Government announced
$3 million towards a new Householders’ Asbestos
Disposal Scheme set for trial next year. The scheme
will waive the waste levy on asbestos and reduce tip
fees in selected council areas for 12 months.
Next Thursday, Council will hold a Blue
Lamington Drive in Oxford St Mall to help raise
awareness about the need to handle and dispose of
asbestos safely, as part of Asbestos Awareness this
month.

Marine Discovery Centre swims away

BY Sophia Morris
The Marine Discovery Centre at Bondi
Pavilion has closed after almost five years in
operation.
As a not-for-profit organisation, the centre
was introduced in 2002 to educate people about
the diversity of ocean life surrounding Sydney’s
eastern beaches.
Over the past 11 years, the venue catered for
school excursions with up to 30,000 children.
Since 2009, it has operated as fully-fledged
organisation with a dedicated space at Bondi
Pavilion, allowing visitors to experience a replica
of a Bondi dive site, and providing education on
the value of protecting the ocean.
Will Jones, the centre’s Managing Director,
said rising administration costs and declining
visitor numbers caused the centre’s closure.
“We were getting about 6-7,000 visitors a
year, which just wasn’t sustainable,” he said.
Mr Jones said although the venue had 1,200
paying members, their support was not enough
to keep the centre sustainable, despite a rent
subsidy from Waverley Council.
“The support from Council was extremely
generous, but it still wasn’t enough to make
ends meet,” he said.
“The good news is that Council still wants
to us to [proceed] with the school excursion
program.”
Waverley Mayor Sally Betts said by
continuing to support the work of the centre,
Council will meet its obligations under its
Environmental Action Plan to provide education
on environmental issues.
“We’ve got some very high targets for our
environment,” she said. “We will continue the
school programs, and if there are programs
of value, Council might just pick up those
programs themselves and run them.”
With the space occupied by the centre now

vacant, Council has put out a tender for a threemonth lease of the venue. This will be reviewed
next year, when it is hoped a permanent tenant
is found. Waverley councillors will be briefed on
the applications at the next Council meeting.
Lenore Kulakauskas from Friends of Bondi
Pavilion said a new tenant will revive the Bondi
Pavilion.
“I would like to see a business like
Aquabumps [Bondi Photography] there,
because I think that would be fabulous for the
visitors who come to the pavilion,” she said.
Bondi Pavilion is set to undergo an
overhaul as part of Council’s Bondi Plan of
Management, which sets out a 10-year vision
for the management of Bondi Beach, Park and
Pavilion.
“Part of the plan is to looking at the pavilion,
looking at the spaces there and seeing how we
should use that,” Ms Betts said.

The Marine Discovery Centre at Bondi Pavilion

BY Adam Hunt
The horse racing industry has been requested
to adopt new regulations to bring the sport
in line with animal welfare standards, amid
allegations the body responsible for overseeing
the practice is not fit to regulate the industry.
Following last week’s Melbourne Cup, which
saw the horse Verema put down after suffering
a fractured leg, concerns were raised over the
number of horses suffering health problems
owing to the sport.
“Having thoroughbred racing regulated and
promoted by Racing NSW has created conflicts
of interest that are making horses suffer,” said
Greens NSW MP John Kaye. “We need new
regulations of the industry.
“The statistics of haemorrhages, stomach
ulcers and the number of animals that are killed
talk of an industry where animal welfare runs a
very poor second to profits.”
The use of whips is particularly controversial,
highlighting how horses are running beyond
their physical means, causing injuries including
haemorrhages to the lungs and windpipes.
“There is absolutely no reason why whips
need to be used,” said Campaign Director of the
Coalition for the Protection of Racehorses, Elio
Celotto. “They’ve been banned in Norway since
1982 and they still have a racing industry.
“A by-product of using the whip is that these
horses are running out of fear, running beyond
their physical capability and this is where they
sustain injuries. Banning the whip would see a
reduction in the number of injuries that occur in
horse racing.”
Peter McGauran, CEO of Australian Racing
Board – the body responsible for thoroughbred
racing in Australia – said the animals were
treated to the highest veterinary standards.
“Vets and trainers are ethical and care for
the horse to the highest veterinary and health
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standards,” he said. “There are rules of racing
administered by official vets, which ban horses
exhibiting bleeding problems.”
Mr Kaye highlighted figures that suggest
only 30 per cent of foals bred for thoroughbred
racing each year make it onto the racetrack.
“Of the 18,000 foals that are born in Australia
each year, 70 per cent never make it to the
racetrack but end up in the knackery to be
slaughtered for pet food,” he said.
“Seventy-five per cent of horses end up with
bleeding in the lungs and in the windpipe,
because they’ve been overexerted and 89 per
cent of horses end up with stomach ulcers
because of inappropriate diets.”
Mr McGuaran disagreed with the claims and
declared they were employed by animal welfare
activists.
“These figures are completely wrong and are
employed by extremists to attack racing,” he
said. “Some 12,500 horses are registered to race
each year out of a foal crop of 17,500, with the
majority of others being used in the pleasure or
recreational horse sectors.”
However, Mr Celotto rubbished Mr
McGuaran’s claims and said horses were being
sent by the truckload to slaughterhouses each
week.
“Peter McGauran is bordering on lying to
the general public on this issue,” he said. “As the
CEO of the Australian Racing Board he should
have a very good understanding of where these
horses go and if he doesn’t he should certainly
find out.
“The majority of these horses are killed for
dog food or human consumption; the horses
go to Peterborough in South Australia and
Kombucha in Queensland by the truckload
every week – these are huge trucks that take 20
or 30 [horses].”
Mr Celotto called for the introduction of a

foal registration levy to reduce the amount of
animals bred into the industry and manage the
horses’ retirement.
“One way to reduce the number of horses
that are bred is by introducing a substantial foal
registration levy of around $2,000 to be used to
rehabilitate, retrain and rehome horses,” said Mr
Celotto.
“We are also suggesting that a one per cent
levy be placed on all betting turnover, which will
raise $143 million and go to a superannuation
fund that will fund the rehabilitation and
rehoming of these horses once they leave the
industry.”

Cartoon: Peter Berner

Calls for overhaul of horse racing industry

Safety first at Bondi

Photo: Joanna Kelly

By Daniel Paperny
Waverley Mayor Sally Betts has called for
a review of beach safety signage at Bondi
ahead of the 2013 summer season.
The move comes in response to the
devastating incident on November 4, where
a 22-year-old Japanese man went missing in
heavy surf conditions at Bondi Beach.
“We have had a tragic [incident] at Bondi,”
Ms Betts said. “[A] young innocent person
lost their life just having a swim.
“[The sea] can be treacherous in bad
weather and it’s really important that people
understand the signage [and] swim between
the flags. We will, as we always do, have a

Lifesavers at Bondi Beach on Saturday
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look at our signage and see how we can
make it better.”
Bondi lifeguard Terry McDermott said the
surf life saving team were working diligently
to find the missing body, with police and
water police co-ordinating the search and
rescue operation, with an ambulance on
standby.
“We’ve been looking day in, day out,
trying to find him,” he said. “It’s been hard
for all of us.”
Ms Betts said Council will do all it can to
locate the missing body and pay its respects
to the family of the young man who went
missing after rough conditions broke out at

5.30pm at Bondi.
“We understand he was living locally and
went swimming with his friend,” she said.
“We are obviously hoping the body will be
found very soon.”
According to Royal Lifesaving NSW,
almost a third of all drowning deaths in
NSW have resulted from people swimming
after drinking alcohol. Royal Lifesaving
NSW CEO David McAllister said
risk-taking behaviour at the beach was
irresponsible and dangerous, especially
when alcohol was consumed.
“Even small amounts of alcohol inhibit
coordination, impair reaction times and
judgment, disturb your balance, cause
disorientation and remove your inhibitions,”
he said.
“In the worst-case scenario, it can also
cause hypothermia and a reflexive closure of
your windpipe.”
Michael Gallacher, the NSW Minister for
Police and Emergency Services, said this
summer season over 21,000 volunteer surf
lifesavers will hit beaches across the state,
patrolling on weekends and public holidays
until the end of April 2014.
“Last year just under 4,000 lives were
saved while over 18,000 people were treated
for first aid from volunteer surf lifesavers
along our coastline,” Mr Gallacher said.
“When anyone puts their hand up in the
water, it’s our surf lifesavers who respond to
that call for help.”
Ms Betts acknowledged the difficult work
of the lifeguards and said Bondi was a beach
numbering over 50,000 people on a daily
basis.
“I think the last person who drowned
was a doctor in 2007 but before that it was
ages and ages ago,” she said. “We have five
million swimmers a year - it’s a lot, [but] we
have very, very few [incidents like these].”

Council takes the
initiative on compost
BY Paul Gregoire
Waverley Council has
teamed up with sustainability
expert Michael Mobbs to
implement a new compost
initiative.
Mr Mobbs from Sustainable
Projects said the initiative will
use a new machine to reduce
food waste to a tenth of its size
overnight.
“It will be about the size of a
large fridge,” he said. “They’ll
put their food waste in there
and the machine will turn it
into compost.
“It uses a mixture of heat
and algae, and it turns food
waste into compost in 24 hours.
You can get a ton of food waste
and it becomes just 100 kilos.”
After the compost is
produced, it is taken out to a
farm where it will be used as
fertiliser.
“The compost will be taken
out to a farm at Picton and it
will be used instead of oil and
gas-based fertilisers to grow soil
and to fertilise the farms,” Mr
Mobbs said.
Council will trial the new
technology at the Bondi
Pavilion in a move which could
see local cafes reducing waste
and expenses.

“We’re starting off at the
Bondi Pavilion,” Waverley
Mayor Sally Betts said. “The
various operators at the
pavilion and all the events we
hold there generate about 600
kilograms of waste per day.
“Then we are talking to
businesses along Campbell Pde
and suggesting they might want
to put their food waste there.
For them it means that the cost
of their waste removal will
reduce.”
Councillor Ingrid Strewe
welcomed the initiative but
expressed concerns the compost
unit uses a considerable volume
of energy.
“The composting unit is a
good idea; the only drawback
is the high energy use, but this
is balanced by the reduction in
landfill fees for any commercial
user,” she said.
Bondi Transition Group
Director Lance Lieber
supported the initiative, and
said it was a positive move by
Council.
“It looks like a very good
step in the right direction
in terms of doing it for the
commercial businesses,” he
said. “I don’t think we have
many other options.”

Advertisement

Time to subscribe for The Old 505
By paul gregoire
The Old 505 Theatre, one of Sydney’s most
unique and innovative performance spaces, is set
to become a more established venue on the theatre
goer’s radar with the introduction of their first
subscription season.
The subscription season was launched this week
and will begin in January, with each season running
for a period of six months.
Old 505 Theatre is an intimate venue of only
thirty seats and the advent of the subscription season
will mean that avid patrons will be able to secure
their seats at an affordable price.
“We’re often having the problem of people not
being able to get in and this enables us to offer the
people the chance to purchase tickets ahead of time.
They get a guaranteed seat because there’s so little,”
says Kerri Glasscock, Artistic Director of The Old
505 Theatre.
“We certainly have the lowest ticket price there is,
because we believe that theatre should be affordable
to everyone,” she continues.
The theatre is an artist-run space with a focus
on supporting emerging theatre companies and
Australian work. The money spent on subscriptions
will funnel back to the artists and theatre directly.
“It is artist-run and we’re supportive of the
companies, so the money that you pay for a
subscription to The Old 505 does go directly back to
the artist,” says Glasscock.
“It also goes back to supporting that space to
enable it to exist and offer affordable space to the
local artists. So, the money that you pay to The Old
505 Theatre goes directly back to generating new
Australian work,” she says.
Glasscock has an intimate knowledge of the
Sydney arts scene, having worked as an actor in film,
television and theatre for over fifteen years.
In 2011, The Old 505 Theatre opened its doors
in Hibernian House on Elizabeth Street and has

been providing Sydney with a theatre experience
that offers both an original space and cutting-edge
performances.
“It’s different, it’s not soundproof and it’s got
noise. It’s organic and it’s in a warehouse building
so it’s interesting in that way. The work that is in
the space is dictated by the space itself,” continues
Glasscock.
While most theatre companies in Sydney have a
focus on scripted work The Old 505 Theatre has an
emphasis on devised work.

“It’s work that is created on the floor as opposed to
a script written firsthand. We tend to work in a way
where the theatre is devised through improvisation
before the script is written,” Glasscock says.
Glasscock and associate Artistic Director Gareth
Boylan have selected a diverse range of emerging and
established acts for the first six-month subscription
season, the January to June 2014 program.
The Two Peas Company’s We’re Bastards is one
of the programmed productions that will appear in
February.

We’re Bastards

“The 505 really gives independent artists, who
wouldn’t get a chance to tread the boards themselves
because of the content or style of their work, a chance
to workshop it, show it to an audience and to share
it,” says Tara Clark, who plays Darling in We’re
Bastards.
Oleg Pupovac - who plays Joe Jnr in the play
- says of the subscription season, “We think it’s a
little overdue, we already think that they’re a very
accomplished theatre. We think it’s a great idea as
they have such a great following, especially in the last
few years and we love that we are a part of it now.”
Two Peas strives for ultra-naturalism in their
productions. We’re Bastards continues in this
tradition and is about two siblings in Alabama
struggling with the hand they’ve been dealt in life.
“It’s about the daily life cycle they go through, the
decisions they make based on their life and whether
they are the right or wrong decisions,” continues
Pupovac.
The Old 505 Theatre will also be featuring the
Emerging Artists and New Works season - a series
of short seasons of emerging acts during the first sixmonth program.
“We run an emerging fresh works season, which is
really great in April. It gives new emerging companies
one week spots so that they’re able to get work up on
the floor,” says Glasscock.
The Clockfire Theatre Company are returning
after appearing in the 2012 Emerging Artist and New
Works season with A Hunger Suite, and there will be
a range of experimental works by more established
artists.
“We’ve also got really established artists too, I
mean, playwright Jane Bodie is here in March to
rework one of her plays, Hilt, with director Dominic
Mercer. It offers established artists the chance to do
something a little bit different,” says Glasscock.
The Old 505 Theatre says Glasscock, “is an
organic space and that lends itself to very interesting
work when it’s embraced.” (PG)
venue505.com/theatre
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EAT & DRINK

Nick’s Bar & Grill
“That’s the damnedest thing I ever saw… it seemed
to swoop down at you deliberately.” If I hadn’t
seen Hitchcock’s 1963 movie The Birds, I’d swear
seagulls were getting smarter.Yes, I’m starting
a review with birdlife again, but their ingenuity
stood out at this popular 550-seater. Like the gulls,
Nick’s Restaurant Group owns most of the prime
$ - mains less than $15

$$ - mains between $15-$22

ROCKS & CBD
Bridge St. Garagel
The staff are dressed as mechanics,
so take off your tie, roll up your
sleeves and enjoy pop culture and
a plate of beef ribs – Asado De
Tira ($40) - without the hidden
anxiety. This joint looks hipster,
but no beards or tattoos are
required. Chef Oscar Gorosito’s
chimichurri is the real deal; try it
with Empanadas ($14) against the
imaginative cocktail list. The MOA
Black Russian ($16) is one smartly
updated classic, replacing Kahlua
with Illyquore and MOA Noir,
balanced with Milky Bar ‘snow’.
There are also burgers - both
regular and Mini Burger Sliders
($23/4), New York Steak ($40)

By Jackie McMillan
waterfront real estate in the Darling Harbour basin.
This one combines the seafood elements from
Nick’s Seafood Restaurant; with the steaks from I’m
Angus - sometimes even on the same plate as per
Australia’s perennial favourite: surf and turf. Fillet
Steak and Prawns ($45) offers a juicy steak, a pair
of king prawns, chips, asparagus spears and a side
of hollandaise that probably goes better with my
Grilled John Dory Fillets ($42). Most families, unless
they’re keen on a birthday picture with a seafood
platter, start their meal with Oysters ($24/6).
They’re accompanied by bread and butter, the usual
vinaigrette, and - in what might be a gesture to
accessibility - cocktail sauce. Plump Scallops ($21)
grilled on the half-shell with citrus caramel seem too
sweet to me, until I get stuck into my Evans & Tate
‘Metricup Road’ Chardonnay ($60/bottle); and watch
countless kiddies consume their fish and chips with
real relish.
The Promenade, King Street Wharf, Sydney
(1300) 989 989 nicksbarandgrill.com.au
Seafood, Steakhouse $$$$
$$$ - mains between $22-$30

and a new take on melted cheese:
Provoleta ($14).
17-19 Bridge Street, Sydney
9251 9392 bridgestgarage.com.au
South American, American, Cocktails
$$$-$$$$
Opera Bar
As luck would have it, I chose to try
the Opera Bar’s weekend breakfast
menu on one of the only rainy days
we’ve had this season! Even in the
rain the panoramic view is nothing
to be shrugged at, and with NV
Laurent-Perrier Brut ($20/glass) in
your hand, everything looks better!
For those who avoid booze until
midday, Di Gabriel Vivace Coffee
scrubs up well in a Latte ($4.50)
against the menu highlight: Chorizo,
Egg and Manchego Quesadilla ($16).
If you’re hungry, an individual skillet

$$$$ - mains over $30

of Baked Eggs, Tomato, Spinach and
Sourdough ($18) affords plenty
of opportunity to dip, scoop and
scrape up runny eggs and tomatobased baked beans.
Lower Concourse Level, Sydney
Opera House, Sydney
(02) 9247 1666 operabar.com.au
Breakfast $-$$
DARLO, KINGS X
& SURRY HILLS
Devon Café
Continuing the exodus from fine
dining to approachable eateries,
two of Guillaume Brahimi’s chefs
have landed in this little café on
Devonshire Street. While there are
the usual hipster affectations - a
hanging herb garden, and everything

The Meat &
Wine Co.
When other restaurant guests walk past and
embarrass themselves with involuntary wows,
you’ve won the meal lottery. Whilst intimidating, my
mammoth Ribs Platter ($49) bearing two types of
ribs (you want pork), appeals in a primal, hindbrain
way. It bypasses the intellect and stirs long-forgotten
memories of the kill… or maybe I’m just getting
from Refresher Juice ($7) to Iced
Coffee ($6.50) served in jam
jars – the coffee’s great and the
food’s even better! The confidently
short seasonal menu offers up
beautifully presented breakfasts
like Citrus Cured Salmon ($18.50)
with apple, celery, fennel and split
dill cream; and creative lunches like
Green With Envy ($23) - nettle
semolina gnocchi presented as a
spring garden with pumpkin puree,
zucchini, yellow squash and peas.
Even the muffins are amazing…
76 Devonshire Street, Surry Hills
(02) 9211 8777 devoncafe.com.au
Café $$
Franco Franco
Get stuck into a chewy Neapolitan
style pizza from the dome shaped
oven, while watching the pizzaiolo
work. Con Patate ($21) bearing
perfectly cooked potato, red

carried away by the earthy, organic décor; rich with
wood and tribal African designs? This is the fourth
Aussie outpost of a South African chain that treads
the line between its heritage and its actual location
quite nicely. From the Australian end, you get to
enjoy an exclusive line of Monte Beef – the Dry Aged
Pasture-Fed Rib-Eye On The Bone ($48/400g) is a
beauty. It comes from a kitchen that flames (through
the portals) like Dante’s Inferno, and eats best as a
cross-cultural collision with sauces like Madagascan
Green Peppercorn ($4) and African Hot Chilli ($4).
You’ll enjoy your meat (and chips) more if you lash
out and get an array – the Crumbled King Island Blue
Cheese ($4) especially. The African connection also
produces our wonderful waitress Carey Boucher
(who hails from Pietermaritzburg); a list of South
African wines; and the MWC Salad ($19) layered with
sliced biltong. Solid, satisfying and they even bag up
leftovers…
InterContinental Hotel, 117 Macquarie Street, Sydney
(02) 9252 7888 themeatandwineco.com
Steakhouse $$$$

onion and Italian sausage, won
me. Speaking of Italian meat, the
shiny red Berkel meat slicer (and
the lad operating it) provide much
to salivate over too, like boards
bearing Prosciutto San Daniele
($16/50g). He’s also a dab hand at
pasta making, so order a gleaming
copper Scanpan bearing joyously
simple Bucatini Cacio E Pepe ($20)
against easy-drinking 2010 Antica
Enotria Falanghina ($48/bottle)
from the regionally arranged Italian
list. Ricotta Polpette ($8/4 pieces)
prove a perfect start to my Italian
family-style feast!
628 Crown Street, Surry Hills
9318 0500 francofranco.com.au
Italian, Pizza $$
Ume
Two bites into the delicately seared
signature Scallop Carpaccio ($21)
with soy brown butter, finger lime,

young sorrel and dulse, and I’m
kicking myself for not heading
to Ume sooner. The understated
white-tiled room quietly oozes
confidence. Sipping Dassai 50 Junmai
Daiginjo Sake ($39/180ml) I peruse
the beverage list – wine, Japanese
whisky and beer – they’ve got it all.
I explore Japanese beers with Tako
($20), plump tentacles of sustainable
Fremantle ‘giant’ octopus; the
mellow and slightly sweet Echigo
Koshihikari ($17/500ml) rice
beer proves my favourite.Yebisu
and Kirin take me through gently
updated Nasu Dengaku ($18) and
soy-braised pork belly, Butaniku no
Kahuni ($22)… wow!
478 Bourke Street, Surry Hills
(02) 9380 7333
umerestaurant.com.au
Modern Japanese $$$$

EAT &&DRINK
By Jackie McMillan
EAT
DRINK

The Oaks Hotel
If there’s a better pub steak in Sydney than this RibEye on the Bone ($42), I haven’t found it. Believe me,
this baby is worth the spend, arriving in a mountain of
marrowbone, golden spuds and spinach, with anchovy
and parsley butter on the side. Danny Russo’s also
done wonders for the humble Sausage Roll ($13)
INNER WEST
The Royal Leichhardt
Hipster pub pastiche has come to
Leichhardt, with the W. Short Hotel
Group doing one of those pub
transformations that takes your
local from an old men’s boozer
and gambling den, to somewhere
you can get a decent cocktail, craft
beer and something culinarily more
exciting than a ‘schnitty’ or ‘parmi’.
While these items remain on the
menu, you’ll also find American
comfort food, from Hot Wings
($17.50) to Grilled Watermelon
Salad ($15.90), plus an upstairs
cocktail bar that doesn’t ignore
the area’s Italianate influence. The
Ginger Cat ($14) boasting Aperol
and Appleton Rum, and the Garden

By Alex Harmon
Never trust a charlatan or chunky fries described as
‘skinny’, right? Forget everything you’ve learnt and
head to Bondi Junction’s newest underground bar. The
Charlatan ($17) is one of their signature cocktails;
with vodka, rhubarb bitters, cinnamon-infused agave
$ - mains less than $15

$$ - mains between $15-$22

EASTERN SUBURBS
TopHat Coffee Merchants
The young couple who made waves
in Rockdale with Swallow Coffee
Traders have brought their art of
coffee making and their own roaster
to Clovelly.The (sometimes shirtless)
locals seem to appreciate it, and the
range of breakfast and lunch snacks
they produce from their tiny kitchen.
It’s jaffle season all right, but they
keep ‘em interesting; like Pulled Pork
and Cheddar ($7.50) or Banana and
Cinnamon ($7.50).
Satisfy your post-beach hunger
with the Avocado Smash ($10.50)

served up all traditional-like with mustard and HP.
He’s even perked up pub mussels, best Au Congo
($29) with lemongrass, chilli and coconut cream.
Russo’s clever adaptations of pub classics parallel
the pub’s sensitive phased-renovation. Downstairs
you’ll find designer Paul Kelly has given the restaurant
a richly red, mid-1930s American steakhouse feel,
while upstairs you’ll find Art Deco styling and a long
hallway of private poolrooms sporting classic beer
posters. Publicans Andrew Thomas and his dad David
Thomas even went as far as consulting the Art Deco
Society on aspects of the refit – that’s how much they
care! Take a tour, and then tuck into Potato Scallops
($10) and Two Birds Golden Ale ($4.90/middy) in
the leafy courtyard. The premium by-the-glass wine
list also offers enough interest to see staff rib me for
being “triple parked at one o’clock in the afternoon”
with wines including the Shaw & Smith M3 Vineyard
Chardonnay ($15/glass).
118 Military Road, Neutral Bay (02) 9953 5515
oakshotel.com.au
Pub Bistro, Steak $$$$

Party ($13) combining Tanqueray
Gin,Vermouth and Campari were
my cocktail favourites.
156 Norton Street, Leichhardt
(02) 9569 2638
theroyalleichhardt.com.au
Bar Food, Cocktails, Pub Bistro $$
The Counter
What’s this - “tables” constructed
from repurposed materials;
potted succulents; drop-shadowed
retro font work; a blackboard
promising cold-drip coffee; and
sensible aprons? Yes, a small piece
of hipster Surry Hills has sprung
up in downtown Petersham! The
Cold Drip ($4) made on Coffee
Alchemy is fruity, and perfect with
their signature Beetroot Brownie
($4.50). The menu peppers the
usual all-day breakfast options with
some excitement: Smashed Avocado

Spring Street
Social

jackie@alternativemediagroup.com
By Jackie McMillan

($15) and Tasmanian Smoked
Salmon ($17) are both dressed up
with 63 degree poached eggs. On
the sweeter side there are fluffy
Hotcakes ($12), served in triplicate
with rhubarb compote, mascarpone
and crunchy pistachio praline; plus a
counter of interesting baked goods.
96 Audley Street, Petersham
(02) 9569 2949
Café $
GREATER SYDNEY
Biota Dining Bar
Hissing and honking geese are all
part of the lunchtime entertainment
on the outdoor bar tables in
Biota’s garden. Start with a Biota
Pimms Cup ($15) brimming with
botanicals, or an even better
Venetian Sour ($15) against a

and lime juice, it’s a tonic you’ll want to self-medicate
with. Their Skinny Fries ($8) with bacon, jalapenos and
melted cheese are like a Mexican version of poutine,
and seriously better than those ‘Lord’ proclaiming
fries. Buns ($15/3) are tight – but not in flavour,
with fillings like crab, spicy chicken and chicken liver
parfait; and the Spring Wings ($12) are devilishly
drool-worthy. Word of warning: the Lobster Macaroni
Bake ($28) is heavy – a frying pan-sized dish of
lobster chunks, mascarpone, chorizo and sun-dried
tomatoes.You’ll probably need to wash it down with
a refreshingly tart Belladonna ($17) which drinks like
a Pisco Sour with tea-infused agave. Not only is this
underground speakeasy serving up tasty treats and
cocktails, it also has its own music venue out back –
the Jam Gallery. It’s a gallery and fashion space, eatery,
and nightclub with room for 400 people.You could
say the ex-pharmacist owner, Peter Wright, is a bit
of an overachiever, or you could say this is just what
Sydney needs.
110 Spring Street, Bondi Junction (02) 9389 2485
facebook.com/SpringStreetSocial
Cocktails, Bar Food $$
$$$ - mains between $22-$30

with smoked salmon and delicious
soy and quinoa toast. Fresh Juices
($7), served in jars are cute, so is
the décor, and for that matter - the
attitude. Liquor license on the way
soon…
315 Clovelly Road, Clovelly
(0414) 924 685 tophatcoffee.com.au
Cafe $
Neighbourhood
“Bondi needs more small bars,”
says Simon McGoram (formerly
of Porteño) as we grab the last
table in what was once an ailing
community radio station. “All of
our cocktails are signature,” says
McGoram, which sounds ambitious,
until you see the menu. I try the

$$$$ - mains over $30

Caramel-Corn Old Fashioned
($18) with buttered-popcorn and
bourbon; it’s bittersweet with salted
caramel syrup lurking amongst the
ice – and definitely one of a kind.
Food is Southern American meets
Bondi: think Popcorn Cajun Prawns
($10) and Big Mamma’s Slaw ($8)
alongside Sydney’s favourite bar
snack, the jaffle. Their Cheeseburger
Jaffle ($10), with shoestring fries
(on the inside), is a tasty burger that
vegetarians can also enjoy.
143 Curlewis Street, Bondi
Beach (02) 9365 2872
neighbourhoodbondi.com.au
Bar Food, Cocktails $$

Woolwich Pier
Hotel
Perched on a balcony at the end of a peninsula my
dining companion dubbed “the uvula of Sydney
Harbour” I survey the view. The wide, comfortable
verandah affords a view of the Iron Cove, Anzac and
Sydney Harbour bridges; a vista only improved by
fireworks (thanks to Sydney Opera House’s 40th
Birthday). The upstairs theming feels post-Colonial,
with wide bamboo ceiling fans, wall-mounted stag
seasonal Pea, Mint and Persian Feta
Salad ($11) and Smoked Beetroot,
Hazelnuts, Cooked Curds and
Poppy Seeds ($11) that both suit
the garden environs. The kitchen
produces arguably the best version
of flash-fried Whitebait ($12) I’ve
tried – and the moist little fishes go
down well with locally brewed Pigs
Fly Pilsner ($8). End with a Smoked
Brisket Taco ($11) - with dill pickles
and cultured crème, it’s a notch
above its dude-food cousins…
18 Kangaloon Road, Bowral
(02) 4862 2005 biotadining.com
Bar Food, Cocktails $$
The Ivanhoe Hotel
With alcohol-fuelled violence
plaguing Manly, this pub undertook
a total renovation by Paul Kelly, the
man responsible for The Bourbon
and The Oaks. The resulting airy,
modern hotel has a whitewashed

horns (a nice change from those ever-present
plywood deer heads) and uber-comfortable leather
safari chairs. They’ve eschewed most of the obvious
renovated pub fare in favour of a more chic than
shabby collection of British comfort food: from pot
pies to Ploughman’s lunches; Cornish pasties to
scones with clotted cream. The theme even carries
through to antique plates. Excellent house-made
Pickled Vegetables ($10) and Potted Crab ($14) keep
me happy through Game, Set & Match ($30) – a jug of
Chambord and Sailor Jerry’s Spiced Rum lengthened
with fruit and lemonade. Tea-soaked raisins and a
hint of Keen’s Curry Powder in the vinaigrette raise
the Poached Chicken and Mango Salad ($18) beyond
usual pub salads. Crisp Skinned Confit Duck Leg
($26) on Savoy cabbage with chestnuts and figs was
let down by an oversweet jus - but don’t let that
stop you from making your safari to the wilds of
Woolwich.
2 Gale Street, Woolwich (02) 9817 2204
woolwichpierhotel.com.au
Pub Bistro, Cocktails $$-$$$

and gently weathered Hamptons
feel, with multiple spaces to enjoy.
Classier surrounds have seen a
natural attrition toward folk more
interested in sipping Lychee Ginger
and Elderflower Slings ($16) over
Spanish Paella ($26.50) in one of the
venue’s open-air courtyards. There’s
also pizza, like the quirky Hot,
Sweet and Savoury ($12/$18/$23)
with leg ham, crème fraîche, corn,
mint, provolone and jalapenos made in a ground-floor kitchen
where you can also get takeaway to
eat on the beach.
27 The Corso, Manly
(02) 9976 3955
ivanhoehotelmanly.com.au
Pub Bistro $$-$$$
Flanagans Dining Room
Sitting facing a straight golden surf
beach in a gently renovated 1940s
beachside kiosk eating from a menu

focused on locally caught seafood
from Shellharbour is delightful.
Throw in local booze – 2010
Cuttaway Hill Estate Chardonnay
($40) grown less than 100km
away and Pigs Fly Apple and Pear
Cider ($8.50) from Bowral (75km
away) – and you have a South Coast
adventure that’s well worth the trip.
Design your own-shared meal from
a short list that includes Clyde River
Oysters ($12/4), Seared Scallops
($12) with house-made (hot) sambal
and moist Swordfish Belly ($18)
with sweet soy and pickled apple.
Even the bread comes from Berry
Woodfired Sourdough just 73km
away.
Thirroul Beach Promenade, The
Esplanade, Thirroul (02) 4268 1598
flanagansdiningroom.com.au
Seafood $$

FOOD NEWS
Proving neatly that you can get crabs, even if you use
protection, I gloved up and donned a bib for the launch
of House of Crabs. In a flurry of fairy lights and crab
pots, they’ve taken over the first floor of The Norfolk
Hotel; and suddenly Sydney has it’s first American
seafood boil (common in coastal areas of the United
States, like Louisiana and Coney Island). First pick your
seafood from a list that includes Littleneck Clams,
Blue Swimmer Crab and King Crab, then pick your
sauce (Old Bay is a crab spice blend that originated in
Chesapeake Bay).What could be more communal than
tucking into a messy bag of crustaceans with friends?
Now, while we’re talking about Jamie Wirth and his
Drink’n’Dine group, my eyes are already set on their
next venture: Petersham’s The Oxford. I’m hearing
whispers the Inner West will score an American BBQ
with a Jelly Wrestle dessert that pays homage to the
hotel’s past! Latex gloves may also feature...
www.houseofcrabs.com.au

BAR FLY

By Rebecca Varidel

ENTWINE BAR AND RESTAURANT
Black tie on a Tuesday night in Neutral Bay? Owner
and licensee Nola Gregory-Vosler looked stunning in a
black shoe-string dress that gave us a glimpse of her legs
through the lace below the knees. ‘Lucky I wore a black
frock,’ I thought when we arrived. Though somehow I
didn’t seemed quite dolled up enough for this opening
party. What was, apparently, going to be a $70,000 coffee
shop investment has ended up in the realisation of a
dream. Her dream. It’s an elegant split-level bar, elegant
like the launch event and owner, with a bloody good wine
list and great cocktails. Food by Chef Michael Guirguis
was classic, and supremely delicious. We’ll be heading back
just for the food (lunch or dinner) though one of the very
fine beverages might just be ordered too… *wink*
19 Young Street, Neutral Bay (02) 8969 6141
entwinebarandrestaurant.com.au
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
The Griffin Theatre Company is back
with The Floating World, an Australian
black comedy from the seventies that
deals with xenophobic attitudes and
post-traumatic stress disorder.
The play’s protagonist Les Harding is
a returned serviceman on a Women’s
Weekly Cherry Blossom cruise bound
for Japan. The drama develops when
Les suffers flashbacks to his days in
the Changi POW camp.
“It’s a vaudevillian look at posttraumatic stress disorder,” says Peter
Kowitz, who plays Harding, “the play
uses a lot of musical and vaudeville
techniques to express quite a serious
story.”
“It’s more like a circus than a play,”
continues Kowitz, “the actors address
the audience directly as though
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The Floating World
they’re another character.”
The current production brings a more
contemporary feel to The Floating
World giving emphasis to themes
concerning Australia’s role in Asia and
fears surrounding this.
Along with Kowitz the strong cast
comprises of Valerie Bader, Tony
Llewelyn-Jones, Justin Smith, Justin
Stewart Cotta and Shingo Usami. The
play is directed by Sam Strong (The
Boys).
On working with Strong, Kowitz says,
“He’s unique and on his way, so it’s
a great privilege for someone of my
vintage to be able to work with this
young director.” (PG)
Nov 19-23, Riverside Theatres,
Market St, Parramatta, $30-47,
riversideparramatta.com.au

Vere (Faith)

LEGEND OF FOUR SEASONS
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Vere (Paul Blackwell) is an eccentric physicist
with dreams of discovering the ‘God particle’.
Disrupting his plans is the diagnosis of rapid
onset dementia. So begins John Doyle’s new
play, inspired in part by caring for his own
father during some of his darkest battles with
dementia.
Act one begins in the university staff room
with Vere intent on keeping the news from his
colleagues, amidst witty, ribald banter. This is the
comedic Doyle at his best. Act two is a dinner
party with escalating tensions between Atheists

and ‘flat-earth’ Christians. Here the characters
become caricature-like and lack nuance, perhaps
deliberately so, as the focus is on the intense
poignancy of Vere moving in and out of lucidity,
slowly losing his mind.
Blackwell is the centrepiece and under tender
direction from Sarah Goodes, is deeply moving.
Rebecca Massey is joyously rude as both the
f-bombing colleague and the tactless believer.
Vere raises deep questions but offers unsatisfying
answers. After all, life means something, doesn’t
it? (GW)
Until Dec 7, Drama Theatre, Sydney Opera
House, Bennelong Point, $55-90, 92501777,
sydneytheatre.com.au

a&e

What promises to be an extravaganza on a truly
epic scale, China’s National Opera and Dance
Company will perform Legend of Four Seasons
for one night only at the newly refurbished Star
Event Centre.
As the title suggests, Legend of Four Seasons
interprets the majesty and beauty of China’s
seasonal turnings and features over eighty
dancers and singers live and direct from China.
Legend of Four Seasons promises to be bigger
than the Tiananmen Square and equally as
impressive as the Great Wall.
The dance and music spectacular features
contemporary Chinese Opera with more
classical forms of dance and original folk songs.
This fusion of modern and old displays such
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For more A&E stories go to
www.altmedia.net.au

movements as Colourful Pottery Flourish, which
reflects a traditional Chinese art form dating
back to the Tang Dynasty, more than a thousand
years ago.
Cindy Xin of Ausfeng Events, the Chinese
Australia Cultural Exchange Institute presenting
the event says, “Staging shows such as Legend
of Four Seasons is extremely important, as they
reveal a unique perspective to an undiscovered
China and bring together people from different
parts of the world to build a solid foundation for
mutual understanding.” (LS)
Nov 18, The Star Event Centre, The Star,
80 Pyrmont St, Pyrmont, $48-138, 132 849,
ticketek.com.au

Contributors:
Alastair Wharton, Alex Britton, Alexandra English, Alexis Talbot-Smith,
Andrew Hodgson, Angela Stretch, Anita Senaratna, Cheryl Northey,
Emily Jones, Gavin Fernando, Greg Webster, Hannah Chapman, Katie
Davern, Katie Mayors, Leann Richards, Lena Zak, Lisa Ginnane, Luke
Cox, Luke Daykin, Lyndsay Kenwright, Marilyn Hetreles, Mark Morellini,
Mel Somerville, Michelle Porter, Nerida Lindsay, Nick Hadland, Paul
Gregoire, Rhys Gard, Ruth Fogarty, Sam Crassweller, Tom Wilson, Triana
O’Keefe,Vanessa Powell
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Bangarra’s newest
production Dance Clan 3,
is created by four of the
company’s senior female
dancer/choreographers.
“Each of the women has a
particular story they’ve been
inspired by: the Macquarie
March that happened in the
early 1800s, when Macquarie
was in power. A black social
issue about the promise of
land and the massacres of
that time; the 1978 Batik
Petition of the central desert
movement, similar to the
Bark Petition from the mid1960s; a creation story from
Broome about land and
respect and the implications
about what’s happening to
the social environment; and
an eight-minute film that tells
the story of pearl divers in
the Torres Strait,” explains
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DANCE CLAN 3

artistic director Stephen
Page.
“Oral stories, living language,
songs and dance all inspire
Bangarra’s contemporary
expression; urban stories
that we inject fuel into
to reawaken the spirit of
storytelling,” he adds.
Page, who has been with
the company since 1991
says, ”The sustainability of
Bangarra, that it’s survived
25 years, that’s my greatest
achievement,” he continues.
“It tops directing 1000
Indigenous Aboriginals
on stage for the opening
ceremony of the Sydney
Olympics.” (MS)
Nov 20-Dec 1, Studio
Theatre, Pier 4, 15
Hickson Rd, Walsh Bay,
$49, bangarra.com.au/
performance/danceclan3

ATOMIC
THE MUSICAL
Dreamingful Productions
presents the world
premiere of Atomic.
Directed by Damien Gray
and set in 1939 from an
American perspective,
the musical follows the
true story of scientist
Leò Szilàrd, who was the
pivotal architect in the
atomic bomb’s creation.
Szilàrd finds himself torn
between the pursuit of
the bomb and the love of
his life – Trude. The plot
focuses not only on the
moral issue of the bomb,
but also on the enormous
and lasting pressure that’s
caused within the couple’s
relationship.
Actor, singer, songwriter
Michael Falzon (Blue

Heelers, Pirates of Penzance)
says he was attracted to
the role of Szilàrd as it
was an unestablished and
original work, “We had to
flesh the story out from
the ground up.”
Uncommonly, rock music
is used in this production,
“Using rock as an edge
has created character in
itself and lends a lot of
weight. The music grabbed
me. There are some great
tunes,” says Falzon.
Billed as an extraordinary
story of love, faith and the
bomb. (LK)
Nov 16-30, NIDA Parade
Theatres, 215 Anzac
Parade, Kensington,
$55-59,
atomicthemusical.com

CRISTINA IN THE CUPBOARD

dedicated performance from Sylvia Keays in the
lead role.
Unfortunately the progression of the script is
far from seamless. A huge change of topic in
the middle spoils the continuity and makes the
rest of the play drag despite the impressive
performances and treatment of subject matter.
(LC)
Until Nov 17, TAP Gallery, Downstairs
Theatre, 278 Palmer St, Darlinghurst, $15-25,
subtlenuance.com
Photo: Daniela Giorgi

Psychoanalytics takes centre stage in this quest
into the workings of loneliness and isolation.
It would have been all too easy to treat this
theme as a phenomenon of the information age,
but this play is contemporary in its treatment
of social issues while giving notable mention to
the history of the hermit.
The cast is large and mostly very young,
which unfortunately means that the play lacks
presence until the veteran actors take the stage.
There is plenty to like about the enjoyable
Cristina in the Cupboard though, especially a

LIME CORDIALE
Local group Lime Cordiale have been described
as, amongst other things, a ‘quirk pop’ band
and have been playing shows all over the shop
off the back of their sophomore EP Falling Up
The Stairs. Hailing from the Northern Beaches,
brothers Oli and Louis Leimbach founded the
group on a family trip to the south of France a
few years ago.
Lime Cordiale combine a lot of musical
elements, from driving Motown drums,
occasional smooth grooves and reggae beats,
all the way to heartfelt indie pop. Soulful slides
of the trombone add to their unique sound,
and the band does not shy away from melding
together cross-genre hooks and styles.

THEATRE &
PERFORMANCE
SWEET NOTHINGS Often
viewed as too decadent to be
performed publicly in early
twentieth century Europe,
Schnitzler’s works have
nonetheless inspired a number
of more recent, edgy adaptations
– here, David Harrower’s Sweet
Nothings.
Four young people travel on a
journey down the dark side of
desire – risking all in a tragic game
of love, lust and adultery. Sweet
Nothings peels back the veneer
30

to the disturbing core of a sexual
adventure out of control.
Directed by John Kachoyan
in partnership with pantsguys
Productions, the cast features
some of Sydney independent
theatre’s young rising stars, along
with veteran actor of stage and
screen Mark Lee (Gallipoli) and
the always engaging Lucy Miller
(Fireface). (GW)
Until Nov 23, atyp Under the Wharf,
Studio 1, Pier 4/5 Walsh Bay, $2032.50, 9270 2400, atyp.com.au
SONS OF SUN tells the story
of the legendary Sun Records and

its founder Sam Phillips.
Written by playwright Kieran
Carroll, in collaboration with
musician and performer John
Kennedy, Sons of Sun has found
acclaim in Sydney and Melbourne
over the last year and a half.
“There was a little fortuitous
coincidence that the figure we
decided to be the lynchpin of the
story turned out to be a fantastic,
colourful character,” says Kennedy.
With a strong cast performing
a series of iconic rock ‘n’ roll
numbers; this hit show is a firm
favourite.
“Everyone knows about Presley
and Cash but not many people

know about Sam Phillips,”
concludes Kennedy. (TW)
Nov 15, 22 & 29,The Bridge Hotel,
119 Victoria Rd, Rozelle, $28.30,
9810 1260, ticketek.com.au
GREASE IS THE WORD:THE
MUSICAL Playing leading man
Danny in Grease, Rob Mills is a
modest one.
“The last 15 years of my life
I’ve been onstage.You get more
confident about who you are
during that.”
That confidence has been finely
honed since he was a finalist in the
2003 Australian Idol series.
Grease is a show billed as the
number one party musical that

According to co-frontman and guitarist Oli, “We
take a lot of influences from Motown and soul
music… I guess we get called reggae because of
the horns we’ve got in our band, and that tends
to confuse people, but for me it’s like an indiepop sound with some old influences - the pop
from Motown days.”
The genre blend is evident in their current
single Sleeping At Your Door. With sassy lyrics
and a growing reputation for excellent live
performances, Lime Cordiale is a band to keep
an ear on. (HC)
Nov 15, Oxford Arts Factory, 38-46 Oxford
St, Darlinghurst, $10+bf, 9332 3711,
oxfordartfactory.com

everyone can relate to.
“The songs in the show are so
much fun, energetic and fast-paced,
featuring all the unforgettable
songs from the hit movie.
Everyone in the audience sings
along,” says Mills. (MS)
Until Dec 8, Lyric Theatre, Pirrama Rd,
Pyrmont, $89-140, 1300 795 267,
ticketmaster.com.au
THE WHARF REVUE If the
absurdity of the political climate
has left Australia in a state of
despair, then the latest Wharf
Revue provides an excellent
remedy to one’s despondency.
Written and created by Jonathan

Biggins, Drew Forsythe and Phillip
Scott, this singing and dancing
extravaganza features Amanda
Bishop, Simon Burke and Andrew
Worboys joined by Biggins and
Forsythe to present a hilariously
side-splitting satirical view of the
Federal Election – and no one is
spared.
From Abbott, Rudd and Gillard to
the Dalai Lama and Assange, these
talented performers deliver an
impressively shrewd satire. (SC)
Until Dec 21,Wharf 1 Theatre, Pier
4, Hickson Rd,Walsh Bay$45-63,
sydneytheatre.com.au

THE NAKED CITY

WELCOME TO THE WORLD
OF THE MICRO APARTMENT

By Coffin Ed, Miss Death & Jay
Katz
Everybody knows how difficult
it is to rent or buy a reasonably
priced apartment in Sydney
and the competition has never
been more intense. We have
reminisced before on the good
old days when back in the 1980s
there was an abundance of
rentable properties, agents were
almost begging you to sign a lease
and the smaller, less attractive
apartments often stayed vacant
for months.
Now anything that vaguely resembles
accommodation, with dimensions
slightly exceeding a broom cabinet, is
on the market as landlords, agents and
those out to make a quick buck move
to exploit the voracious market. Recent
newspaper reports have confirmed that
a 14sqm inner-city apartment can now
cost around $220,000 and rent for at
least $300 a week.
The real estate world of course has
put a positive spin on the marketing
of these shoebox-sized dwellings
promoting them as the latest in New
York style downsizing. Loft or Murphy
beds are quickly installed and mirrors
strategically placed to combat the
overwhelming sense of claustrophobia.
Unfortunately there are no pets
allowed, as even if you had a cat there
wouldn’t be room enough to swing one.
Whilst some renters will turn up their
noses at these Lilliputian-sized pads,
others will actually embrace the new
world of modest self-containment,
advocating that with a rapidly increasing
population we all need to look at living
in smaller and smaller spaces. Certainly
as Sydney’s population explodes and
is set to top six or seven million in
another two decades, the concept of

the micro apartment becomes more
and more a reality, rather than an
imposition.
We can even envisage a brave new
world where the popular Japanesestyle capsule hotel is adapted for
Sydney apartment living. The modular
containers, about half the size of a
garden shed, will come fully equipped
with a bed, microwave, wash basin
and flat screen and manufactured in
a way that they can be stacked on
top of existing apartment blocks or
even floated on pontoons around the
harbour.
Minimalism will become the new
chic and these radical designer micro
apartments will establish a gold
standard when it comes to living
green - fully powered by wind, solar
and methane. Whilst originally designed
for a single person, many of these ecopods will be opened up to couples and
even foursomes, breaking new ground
when it comes to communal living,
sexual interaction and not driving your
flatmate crazy.
Living small could well become the
new paradigm and a total rebuttal of
the excesses of Western affluence.
There are of course many who say it
will never work but hey, we only have
to look at the third world for example.
They have been living this way forever!
THE HIT LIST: Trivia buffs are
well catered for in Sydney with an
abundance of pub and club trivia
nights all over the city. One of the
more interesting takes place at Glebe’s
Record Crate (34 Glebe Point Rd)
every Thursday from 8pm, with a quiz
totally devoted to music questions and
covering a wide range of styles. The
Record Crate is a combined record
shop, grill and bar and the perfect
environment to rest your musical
knowledge, especially with a bunch of
like-minded friends.

TALKING THROUGH YOUR ARTS
LIVE MUSIC MATTERS

New South Wales is home to a little under five thousand fully
employed music industry workers, equating to thirty-two per
cent of Australia’s music industry professionals. In 2011 a venue
survey was conducted by the national royalty collection and
distribution service, AMCOS, to find out what were the key
operational issues. Seventy per cent of establishments found the
current regulatory environment for live music venues was the
main issue.
It is one of the core reasons the City of Sydney set in motion a
twelve month ‘Live Music Task Force’ in October last year. The
force was to implement an action plan to support live music and
small to medium performance venues. As part of this initiative
a commissioned study of live music and performance e-listings
in gig guides was compared. A sample week in 2004, from The
Music, formerly known as Drum Media was contrasted to a week
in the same period in 2013 and indicated that a decrease of
sixty-one per cent from five hundred and forty gigs listed nine

years ago to two hundred and thirteen in 2013. The indicators
are blinking alarmingly at barriers front, back and sides. How do
we hitch open the swinging gates of Sydney’s live music scene
and break down the barriers?
Live Music Matters: Planning for Live Music and Performance in
Sydney has just been released. It gives reasons to be hopeful
despite the many challenges outlined, which include site
developmental controls and noise; The Building Code of
Australia; Liquor Licensing and audience and sector development.
Yoko Ono complained in 1972 that popular music was losing
its original meaning and function, that it should not alienate
the audience with its professionalism by having the audience
just sit back and applause. With the scores of sounds and
successes attracting the same waves of criticism the vibrancy and
multiplicity of live music and performance in Sydney is emerging.
Within the comprehensive list of recommendations provided by
the eleven-member ‘force’, is an immediate call for a live music
and performance liaison role - an important starting point. (AS)

(CTRL) (P) OBJECTS ON DEMAND

‘Tyre Bangle’ by Cinnamon Lee

(CTRL) (P) Objects on Demand is
a collaboration between Object:
Australian Design Centre and
Courtesy of the Artist (COTA).
It combines an exhibition, popup shop, public programs and
workshops to investigate how 3D
printing can transform the way we
design, make, use and consume the
objects around us.
The exhibition features a range of
contemporary jewellery, including
designer and metalsmith Cinnamon
Lee, who specialises in 3D
computer modelling and traditional
silversmithing techniques, through
to the interwoven, geometric
structures of Bin Dixon-Ward’s

wearable brooches and neckpieces.
The exhibition is small scale but
the accompanying events and
workshops for children, highschool students and adults is
more extensive and practical with
multiple 3D printng workshops on
offer until the end of the exhibition.
(CTRL) (P) features a 3D photo
booth where you can scan and
print a miniature portrait of
yourself raising the question to be
debated on November 26th, “Now
that we can print (almost) anything,
should we?” (CN)
Until Jan 25, Level 1, 417 Bourke
St, Surry Hills, free-$300,
9361 4511, ctrlp.com.au

UNDER HEAVY MANNERS - RON ADAMS
Under Heavy Manners by Ron Adams, is a collection of brightly hued
geometrical paintings which glow from the whitewashed walls of
Galerie Pompom.
The painter is obsessed with the letter A and the artworks reflect
this. Any Colour You Are (five points), a comment on xenophobia, is a
rainbow of spiky shapes arranged in a Mandala-like configuration.
Whilst Batman’s a Hoot, a witty pun on masks and owls, incorporates
the angularity of the letter to produce a tribute to the popular culture
icon.
The artist clearly enjoys the visual and aesthetic qualities of written
representation and this is seen in the series, Possible buildings from
words, which takes text and transforms it into playful visual poetry.
Adams manipulates forms and colours to conjure innovative
expressions which comment on social issues and modernity. This
makes Under Heavy Manners a challenging and intriguing exhibition. (LR)
Until Nov 30, Galerie Pompom, 39 Abercrombie St, Chippendale,
free, galeriepompom.com

‘Batman’s A Hoot!’, by Ron Adams, 2013
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TARJA COLOURS IN
THE DARK
There are many
imitations, but
across the
expanding world
of metal crossgenres, there is no voice quite like Tarja’s.
The Finnish-born singer has an impressive
range and a forceful voice. Formerly the
frontwoman for Nightwish, her third
album away from the group allows Tarja
to fully use her presence as an operatic
metal-singing pioneer. She takes a moment
halfway through the album to talk to
her audience, welcoming the listener in.
Colours in the Dark is a place where the
lyrics are easy to understand, the music is
heavy and pained, yet hopeful. (SP)

BURN ANTARES
- BURN
ANTARES
Describing
Burn Antares
is difficult, and
when describing
something difficult,
it’s helpful to pretend you’re talking to
aliens, so pay attention fair-weathered,
green-skinned friends. Imagine Grace’s
voice has hands, one’s brushing the stars
while the other’s putting flowers in your
hair; Sean’s keys are tickling the back of
your neck;Tom’s bass lines are climbing up
inside your ribcage; Dan’s puppet-master
riffs are making you move, and Thom’s
percussion is your life-raft for intense
moments.They’re inspired by the ‘60s, but
Burn Antares are more than just a wave
of nostalgia, there’s something indefinable
and absolutely killer in there. (AE)

BIG SEAN

It’s been a big year for Sean Anderson aka Big Sean,
“You know I got my first house, I bought my parents a
house. It’s cool.”
He pauses before adding, “At the same time I feel like I
am at the beginning of my life and my career.”
With two studios albums and a string of mixtapes,
Anderson has been through a decade of trials and
tribulations that have led him to finally get recognition
for his honest, yet witty lyricism, creative flow and
stellar collaborations.
“I feel like Hall of Fame is something that I really
worked hard on, and some people appreciate and
some people don’t,” he muses.
“I didn’t get anybody featured on the album just for
their namesake, I got them featured on there because
of what they brought to the table and what they added
to the song.”
Collaborations are a hot-topic and something that
Anderson feels he has the freedom to experiment
with.
“The deciding factor for me is if I feel it or if I don’t
feel it,” he says.

LIVE WIRE

Love Over Gold: The
combination of these
two talented musicians
resulted in one of the most
enchanting albums of the
year, but their solo work
must not be forgotten.
Pieta Brown holds an
abundance of talented
touring companions under
her belt as well as an award
for solo release Mercury as
the number one folk album
of 2012 by Roots Music
Radio Report. Her partner
in folk crime Lucie Thorne
has seen success in the form
of a short listing for the
Australian Music Prize as

“I don’t let genres or what critics say affect what rules
I make on who I work with because I want to do what
I want to do.”
From Fall Out Boy to Jay Z, Miguel to Ariana Grande,
his collaborations are varied. Casual mention of some
of hip hop’s biggest contenders, in particular Nas, Lil
Wayne and his mentor KanYe West, highlights the
reality he is immersed in now.
The story of Anderson’s controversial release, Control,
with Compton rapper Kendrick Lamar, further
illustrates this.
“Kendrick hit me up, because we’re homies, and he
was just like ‘Yo wassup, how’s it going? Do you have
any songs to get me on, just let me know and I’ll knock
it out for you’. So I sent him Control with most of my
verse and he loved it. He was like ‘Yo, that verse is
crazy!’”
With a return to our shores looming, Anderson
is assertive in his love for Australia’s major cities.
However, there is one promise that he makes for his
fans.
“I don’t have an Australian accent down yet,” he admits.
“But by the time I get there I will.” (CD)
Nov 15, Sydney Hi-Fi, Building 220, 122 Lang Rd,
Moore Park, $64 18+ only, thehifi.com.au

Sydney Live Music Guide

well as receiving album of
the year from the Sydney
Morning Herald. Bask in the
majesty of a talented duo
and their soaring harmonies.
Thu, Nov 14th,The Basement
David Bridie Live: In
an intimate setting in
Marrickville, David Bridie
will unleash his lyrical wit
and knack for composing
onto his audience in
celebration of latest single
You’re No Flower from
his most recent album
Wake. Descriptions from
critics have dubbed him a
performer of intelligence,
with his creative musical

flow showcasing a sound
that, according to the The
Australian, is “powerful and
deeply disturbing”. Expect
to hear some gems from
this most recent collection,
as well as a selection of
treasures from his musical
history.
Fri, Nov 15th, Camelot Lounge
Marrickville
John Leigh Calder
Quartet: A night of jazz
from some of the most
professional hands in the
business. New Zealand-born
John Leigh Calder has made
a name for himself after
receiving the prestigious

Record of the Week from
the BBC radio, as well as the
Power Play of The Month
from radio Luxeburg. He is
joined onstage by musicians
of equal valour, including
pianist and keyboard player
Aaron Blakey arriving back
from a long-haul in Japan
and New York; Hamish
Stuart on drums; and Saxman Dave Glyde whose
recording run-in with The
Beatles and tour with Little
Richard has cemented him
as a living legend.
Sat, Nov 16th, Beauchamp
Hotel - The Velvet Room
Joseph Tawadros
Quartet: A show that will
ooze emotion, this night is

a memorial like no other.
Angel is the name of the
show that will encourage
nostalgia of the beautiful
kind, as Tawadros and his
biological and musical
brother pay homage to
their loving parents Nabil
and Rose who both passed
away recently. Tawadros,
backed by his brother, will
display his skills of the oud
with heart and pure soul.
A magical night, not to be
missed.
Wed, Nov 20th,Venue 505
Steven Tonge: He’s a
covers performer with a
long history of hard-work
and perseverance, so those
who hold a dislike for

covers artists will find an
incredible exception to
Steven Tonge. Working as a
freelance musician all over
the world since 1992, Tonge
was a part of Shannon Noll’s
touring band for years until
he broke away and made
his own path. Since then,
Tonge has been a producer
and a film score composer,
creating the sound for 1998
Aussie comedy Murrabina.
His repertoire boasts
big names such as John
Mayer, Aretha Franklin,Van
Morrison and The Beatles.
(CD)
Tue, Nov 19th, Observer Hotel,
The Rocks

BRITISH FILM FESTIVAL 2013
Australia’s inaugural British Film Festival is highly
anticipated and programming director for Palace
Films Kim Petalas says an English speaking film
festival should complement the current spate of
foreign language film festivals.
“There’s a selection of 14 contemporary films
in the festival, 13 of which have never publicly
screened in Australia. We’ve secured the best
titles available, a solid representation of British
cinema,” Petalas explains.
“We’re also screening the top 5 British films
from a treasure chest of golden classics including
Lawrence Of Arabia starring Anthony Quinn and
The 39 Steps directed by Alfred Hitchcock.”
Films in the festival have wide appeal from
hilarious comedies to edgy dramas showcasing
the brilliant talent from Britain.
Philomena starring Judy Dench as a mother in
search of her son adopted out as a toddler,
promises to be an emotional experience.
One Chance is the rags to riches comedy of Paul
Potts, winner of the first season of Britain’s Got
Talent and should also be a crowd-pleaser.
“There’s gala opening and closing nights and
special guest Eric Bana will be holding a Q+A for

his thriller Closed Circuit,” adds Petalas.
“Laugh, cry and be moved – come and watch a
British film and experience the finest that cinema
has to offer”. (MM)
Nov 21-Dec 1, Palace Verona, 17 Oxford St,
Paddington; Palace Norton Street, 99 Norton
St, Leichhardt, $19.50-$75 (5 film pass),
britishfilmfestival.com.au

THE FIFTH ESTATE
In this thriller chronicling
the rise of WikiLeaks, Daniel
Domscheit-Berg (Daniel
Brühl), former WikiLeaks
spokesperson and Assange
offsider, comes off looking like
the hero and Julian Assange
an egotistical, manipulative
maniac.
This is a very unfavourable
depiction of Assange and
British actor Benedict
Cumberbatch is not entirely
convincing in the starring role.
Audiences will be gunning for

the duo as they take down
Julius Baer Bank, release the
‘Collateral Murder’ video and
gear up to leak thousands of
US military files.
Interestingly, The Fifth Estate
touches upon the debate
on the future of journalism
and the role of the citizen
journalist.
Good as a thriller but not to
be relied on as a historical
account. (VP)
WWW

FRUITVALE STATION This
film is based on the true story
of 22-year-old Oscar Grant, who

was shot while lying face down
at Fruitvale Station by a Bay Area
Rapid Transport police officer.
While Oscar has not always
been the perfect person to those
closest to him, there’s a general
sense that he’s not a bad guy.
This film will leave audiences
feeling outraged. (VP) WWWW
THOR:THE DARK WORLD
Fans will be satisfied with Thor:
The Dark World. The sequel
has enough special effects,
tongue-in-cheek references
and unanswered questions
to keep them coming back.
It has been two years since
the first Thor and the hero of

Often far-fetched and
cliched, Insidious: Chapter 2 is
nevertheless a film that will
haunt audiences.
Acclaimed Australian horror
team, director James Wan
and writer Leigh Whannell
(Saw), reunite with the
original cast for this sequel
and the result is plenty
of jump-out-of-the-seat
moments.
Don’t get caught up on the
plot here - the Lambert
family are being haunted.
What’s good about this
film is the build-up of
atmosphere, the terrifying
moments that audiences
know are coming but just
can’t look away. Go for
the thrills, and be quietly
impressed with some of the
acting. (LG)
WW

ADORATION

Adoration is an incredibly
uncomfortable film to watch
and trying to find the source
of the discomfort only makes
things worse.
It’s not the fact that besties
Lil and Roz are having affairs
with each other’s teenage
sons; it’s the realisation that
their game of ‘almost incest’ is
discerningly easy to watch.
A severe lack of character
development, a lot of editing
and one-too-many jumps
through time give the
MR PIP is a drama/fantasy set
in Bougainville 1991, as a civil
war over mineral resources
strengthens in the South Pacific.
Mr Watts (Hugh Laurie) reads
the Charles Dickens classic
novel Great Expectations
in school, as a means of
detaching the children from the
darkness invading their lives.
Mr Pip is a visually stunning and
compelling film. Poignant and
extremely disturbing at times,
it’s about friendship, heroism and
reinvention. (MM) WWW½

INSIDIOUS: CHAPTER 2

Asgard has been busily ridding
the nine realms of Loki’s chaos.
This is a much darker film; full
of sacrifice and despair but with
surprising humour. (LL) WWW½
AROUND THE BLOCK
is a contemporary, urban tale,
centred on Liam (Hunter PageLochard), a young Aboriginal boy.
Liam develops a relationship
with new and edgy American
drama teacher Dino (Christina
Ricci), who encourages her
students to see the parallels
between hip-hop and Hamlet.
With murder, passion, revenge
and intrigue, audiences won’t be
bored, even with the presence
of Shakespeare. (LK) WWW½

impression that there is a
story here somewhere, but no
one’s going to see it.
There are a lot of complex
relationships going on: motherto-mother, wife-to-husband,
son-to-son, mother-to-son,
mother-to-other-mother’s-son;
and none of them seem to be
worth investing in.
However, on the bright side,
the Australian beach scenery is
shot beautifully. (AE)
WWW½
THE BUTLER is an epic
historical drama inspired by true
events that revolves around
Cecil Gaines (Forest Whitaker),
a fictional African American who
progressed from the cotton fields
to The White House as a butler,
serving seven administrations
between 1957 and 1986.
The Butler is engaging, inspiring
and powerful, boasting a stellar
cast with some ‘over the top’
characterisations that provide
relief from the emotional intensity.
This must-see film is a fine
tribute to those who fought
and died for equality and a
better life. (MM) WWWW

20 FEET FROM STARDOM
20 Feet from Stardom is the
untold story of the artists
responsible for refrains that
are hummed and whistled
around the world. The movie
proves that back-up singers
are unsung heroes with a
chorus of their own.
The film focuses on the lives
of African-American women
such as Merry Clayton and
Darlene Love who were
the voices of generations
spanning the 1960s, 70s
and 80s. These women are
dignified, refreshingly honest
and chillingly talented.
Despite exploitation and

FLY ME TO THE MOON
Isabelle (Diane Kruger) believes
her family is cursed as each
‘first marriage’ ends in divorce.
To avoid this curse she plans to
marry a stranger, quickly divorce
him then wed her fiancé.
Isabelle targets and marries
Jean-Yves (Dany Boon) but
her plan backfires as she
inevitably falls for him.
Fly Me to the Moon is a charming
and quirky French romantic
comedy made to a winning
formula. Kruger and Boon are
mesmerising and the humour
is enriched by that infectious
French arrogance and intermittent
slapstick comedy. (MM) WWW½

failed attempts at stardom
they remain dedicated and
passionate about their craft.
Many were from religious
families and the link between
gospel and the history of
popular music, particularly in
the development of back-up
vocals is explored well.
Featuring an inspiring
soundtrack and guest
appearances from Bruce
Springsteen and Mick Jagger,
20 Feet from Stardom is a long
overdue exploration of an
overlooked part of cultural
history. (LR)
WWWW

CAPTAIN PHILLIPS is
the true story of the 2009
hijacking of US ship Maersk
Alabama by Somali pirates.
This fast-paced action thriller
examines the desperate fight for
survival and the heroic efforts
of Captain Phillips (Tom Hanks)
to save his ship and crew.
Hanks leads an unknown but
effective supporting cast, delivering
a remarkable performance
and Barkhad Abdi is unnerving
as Muse the head pirate.
Captain Phillips exceeds all
expectations with beautiful
photography and a riveting
screenplay. (MM) WWWW½
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FREEWILLASTROLOGY
by Rob Brezsny

a

ARIES (March 21-April
19): There’s something
resembling a big red snake
slithering around in your mind
these days. I don’t mean that
literally, of course. I’m talking
about a big red *imaginary*
snake. But it’s still quite potent.
While it’s not poisonous, neither
is it a pure embodiment of
sweetness and light. Whether
it ends up having a disorienting
or benevolent influence on your
life all depends on how you
handle your relationship with
it. I suggest you treat it with
respect but also let it know
that you’re the boss. Give it
guidelines and a clear mandate
so that it serves your noble
ambitions and not your chaotic
desires. If you do that, your big
red snake will heal and uplift
you.

b

TAURUS (April 20-May 20): In
my astrological opinion,
almost nothing can keep you
from getting the love you need
in the coming days. Here’s
the only potential problem:
You might have a mistaken
or incomplete understanding
about the love you need, and
that could interfere with you
recognizing and welcoming
the real thing. So here’s my
prescription: Keep an open
mind about the true nature of
the love that you actually need
most, and stay alert for the
perhaps unexpected ways it
might make itself available.

you none of the former kind of
experiences and several of the
latter, Cancerian. It’s a numinous
time in your long-term cycle:
a phase when you’re likely to
encounter beauty that enchants
you and mysteries that titillate
your sense of wonder for a long
time. In other words, the eternal
is coming to visit you in very
concrete ways. How do you like
your epiphanies? Hot and wild?
Cool and soaring? Comical and
lyrical? Hot and soaring and
comical and wild and cool and
lyrical?

e

GEMINI (May 21-June 20):
“People fall so in love with
their pain, they can’t leave it
behind,” asserts novelist Chuck
Palahniuk. Your assignment,
Gemini, is to work your ass off
to fall out of love with your pain.
As if you were talking to a child,
explain to your subconscious
mind that the suffering it has
gotten so accustomed to has
outlived its usefulness. Tell
your deep self that you no
longer want the ancient ache
to be a cornerstone of your
identity. To aid the banishment,
I recommend that you conduct
a ritual of severing. Tie one
side of a ribbon to a symbol of
your pain and tie the other side
around your waist. Then cut
the ribbon in half and bury the
symbol in the dirt.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22):
There’s a new genre of
erotic literature: dinosaur porn.
E-books like *In the Velociraptor’s
Nest* and *Ravished by the
Triceratops* tell tall tales about
encounters between people
and prehistoric reptiles. I don’t
recommend you read this stuff,
though. While I do believe that
now is a good time to add new
twists to your sexual repertoire
and explore the frontiers of
pleasure, I think you should
remain rooted in the real world,
even in your fantasy life. It’s
also important to be safe as
you experiment. You really don’t
want to explore the frontiers
of pleasure with cold-blooded
beasts. Either travel alone or
else round up a warm-blooded
compassion specialist who has a
few skills in the arts of intimacy.

d
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C

CANCER (June 21-July 22):
“You can look at a picture
for a week and never think of
it again,” said painter Joan
Miró. “You can also look at a
picture for a second and think
of it all your life,” he added. The
coming days are likely to bring

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
The saxifrage is a small
plant with white flowers.
It grows best in subarctic
regions and cooler parts of
the Northern Hemisphere. The
word “saxifrage” is derived
from the Latin word *saxifraga,*

whose literal meaning is “stonebreaker.” Indeed, the plant
does often appear in the clefts
of stones and boulders. In his
poem “A Sort of a Song,” William
Carlos Williams celebrates its
strength: “Saxifrage is my flower
that splits the rocks.” I nominate
this darling little dynamo to be
your metaphorical power object
of the week, Virgo. May it inspire
you to crack through blocks and
barriers with subtle force.

g

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22):
You’re not being swept
along in a flood of meaningless
distractions and irrelevant
information and trivial wishes,
right? I’m hoping that you have
a sixth sense about which few
stimuli are useful and meaningful
to you, and which thousands
of stimuli are not. But if you are
experiencing a bit of trouble
staying well-grounded in the
midst of the frenzied babble, now
would be a good time to take
strenuous action. The universe
will conspire to help you become
extra stable and secure if you
resolve to eliminate as much
nonsense from your life as you
can.

h

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov.
21): Sweetness is good.
Sweetness is desirable. To be
healthy, you need to give and
receive sweetness on a regular
basis. But you can’t flourish on
sweetness alone. In fact, too
much of it may be oppressive
or numbing. I’m speaking both
literally and metaphorically:
To be balanced you need all
of the other tastes, including
saltiness, sourness, bitterness,
and savoriness. From what I
understand, you are headed into

a phase when you’ll thrive on
more bitterness and savoriness
than usual. To get an idea of
what I mean, meditate on what
the emotional equivalents might
be for bitter tastes like coffee,
beer, and olives, and for savory
tastes like mushrooms, cheese,
spinach, and green tea.

i

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22Dec. 21): When you
procrastinate, you avoid doing
an important task. Instead,
you goof off, doing something
fun or simply puttering around
wasting time. But what if
there were a higher form of
procrastination? What if you
could avoid an important task
by doing other tasks that were
somewhat less important but
still quite valuable? Here’s what
that might look like for you
right now: You could postpone
your search for the key to
everything by throwing yourself
into a project that will give you
the key to one small part of
everything.

j

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
19): In his utopian novel
*Looking Backward,* American
author Edward Bellamy wrote a
passage that I suspect applies
to you right now: “It is under
what may be called unnatural,
in the sense of extraordinary,
circumstances that people
behave most naturally, for the
reason that such circumstances
banish artificiality.” Think of the
relief and release that await you,
Capricorn: an end to pretending,
a dissolution of deception, the
fall of fakery. As you weave
you way through extraordinary
circumstances, you will be
moved to act with brave
authenticity. Take full advantage.

k

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
“I have your back” is an
American expression that could
also be rendered as “I’m right
behind you, ready to help and
defend you” or “I’m ready to
support you whenever you’ve
got a problem.” Is there anyone
in the world who feels that
way about you? If not, now
would be an excellent time to
work on getting such an ally.
Cosmic conditions are ripe
for bringing greater levels of
assistance and collaboration
into your life. And if you already
do have confederates of that
caliber, I suggest you take this
opportunity to deepen your
symbiotic connection even
further.

l

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
Over a hundred countries
around the world celebrate a
holiday called Independence
Day, memorializing a time
when they broke away from
another nation and formed a
separate state. I encourage you
to create your own personal
version of this festival. It could
commemorate a breakthrough
moment in the past when
you escaped an oppressive
situation, a turning point when
you achieved a higher level of
autonomy, or a taboo-busting
transition when you started
expressing your own thoughts
and making your own decisions
with more authority. By the
way, a fresh opportunity to take
this kind of action is available
to you. Any day now might be
a good time to declare a new
Independence Day.

